
CONFETTO

CONFETTO is also available as generous, elegant corner suite. An almost unique suite in lounge-style due to

different sofa widths, choices of armrests and cushion shapes with an absolutely flat sleeping area. Always with

storage space in the sofa and in the lounger. Optional extra: an armrest tray for the 30cm wide armrests.

(Design Franz Fertig)

TECHNICAL DATA

Width 132 / 152cm (corpus), 100cm (recamiere)

Depth 100cm (corpus), 185cm (recamiere)

Height 63cm

Seat width 130 / 150cm (corpus), 84 / 100cm (recamiere)
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Seat depth 84cm (Korpus), 169cm (recamiere)

Seat height 40cm

Deck height 28cm

Lying surface 130 / 150 x 230cm

Armrest width 16 / 30 / 32cm

Armrests 4 choices of armrests.

Bed box All sofa and lounger types include a storage box. The box is painted in

L94-aluminium as standard.

Cushion Different choices of cushion shapes.

Cover Diverse choices of fabrics, microfiber, imitation leather or leather.

Exchange Cover All types are optionally available with removable covers. 

Frame The frame structure is made of beech wood and wood materials.

Upholstery High-quality polyether with a cover of nonwoven fabric to protect the underside of

the cover fabric. Springing of hard-wearing straps. In case of fabric and microfiber

covers, the sleeping area is covered with fabric / microfiber. In case of leather covers,

the sleeping area is covered with black cotton-satin.

Function The seat is extendable in two steps (step 1 = relaxing position, step 2 = sleeping

position). The relaxing position is reached by pulling forward the extension and

folding back the seat. The sleeping position is completed by pulling forward the

extension up to the end, folding back the seat and turning forward the back of the

sofa.
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